Ethical Issues in Conducting Research Involving Persons with Disability: A View from the Past and Some New Challenges
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Abstract: This paper traces the history of conducting research involving people with disabilities and raises serious questions about the ethics of conducting research. Ethical concerns include treatment of vulnerable populations, lack of informed consent, and benefits versus undue hardship when using people with disabilities as research participants. New technological advances, such as discussions on social media, present some new ethical concerns. Two case studies are presented that illustrate new ethical challenges. Guidelines are proposed that address the right to privacy, anonymity and confidentiality.
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1. Introduction

Historically, people with disabilities and other vulnerable groups have been used as convenient research participants. Most of this research was in support of “medical progress” and raised serious questions about the ethics of conducting medical research. Many of these ethical concerns focused on the treatment of vulnerable populations, lack of informed consent, and benefits versus undue hardship when using people with disabilities as “subjects” of research. This paper traces some of the history of research conducted on people with disabilities as well as other vulnerable populations during the 19th and 20th centuries. However, given more recent advances in communication and information technologies in the early 21st century, new research concerns are raised about ethical practices in conducting research involving people with disabilities.

2. Some History Worth Knowing

The quest for advancing scientific knowledge through human experimentation using vulnerable groups is traced back to ancient history, when Herophilus performed vivisections on prisoners [1]. In the 18th century, Edward Jenner hypothesized that by injecting the less virulent cowpox vaccine in humans they would become immunized against the more virulent smallpox. On 14 May 1796 in England, Edward Jenner tested his hypothesis by inoculating James Phillips, a young boy of 8 years (the son of Jenner’s gardener) with material from the cowpox blisters on the hand of Sarah Nelmes, a milkmaid who had caught cowpox from a cow called Blossom [2]. In addition to young James, Jenner tested his hypothesis on 23 subjects, most of whom were from lower social classes. It is unlikely that informed consent was obtained. By 1979, the World Health Organization declared that smallpox was an eradicated disease. Jenner’s work is best known for discovering the vaccine against smallpox. However, today many researchers are likely to question the ethics of Jenner’s methods based on the ethical concerns regarding testing vulnerable populations, failure to obtain informed consent, and weighing societal benefits in relationship to undue individual hardship.

In the late 19th and early 20th centuries, the sterilization of people with disabilities in the US began based on Darwin’s theory of Evolution. Social Darwinism led to the passage of the Eugenic Sterilization in the US Law of 1922 which
formalized a program of sterilization of people with disabilities. According to Alex Wellerstein of Harvard University, the Eugenics Sterilization Law, written by Harry Laughton, resulted in the sterilization of more than 64,000 mentally ill and developmentally disabled patients by the time the law went into general disuse in the mid-1960s. Laughton would later be awarded an honorary degree by the University of Heidelberg in 1936 for his work on behalf of the "science of racial cleansing." Based on the Eugenics Sterilization in the US Law, the Nazi German state sterilized thousands of people under their own sterilization laws [3].

Laughlin’s Eugenics Sterilization Law was translated word-for-word and passed into German Law in 1933. By 1945, 330,000 Germans with disabilities were sterilized and by the end of World War II, many more were murdered in the German killing centers. According to the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum [4]:

“Within hours of their arrival at such centers, the victims [with disabilities] perished in especially designed gas chambers, disguised as shower facilities, utilizing pure carbon monoxide gas. Thereafter, T4 functionaries burned the bodies in crematoria attached to the gassing facilities. Other workers took the ashes of cremated victims from a common pile and placed them in urns to send to the relatives of the victims. The families or guardians of the victims received such an urn, along with a death certificate and other documentation, listing both a fictive cause and date of death.”

“Because the program was secret, T-4 planners and functionaries took elaborate measures to conceal its deadly designs. Even though in every case, physicians and institutional administrators falsified official records to indicate that the victims died of natural causes, the "euthanasia" program quickly become an open secret. In view of widespread public knowledge of the measure and in the wake of private and public protests concerning the killings, especially from members of the German clergy, Hitler ordered a halt to the euthanasia program in late August 1941. According to T4's own internal calculations, the ‘euthanasia’ effort claimed the lives of 70,273 institutionalized mentally and physically disabled persons at the six gassing facilities between January 1940 and August 1941.”

While there was a call for a halt to the T-4 action, a year later German medical professionals and healthcare workers resumed the killings claiming the lives of 200,000 individuals with disabilities.

At the end of World War II, the Nuremberg Trials were held. According to the Nuremberg Trials Project [5]:

“The Medical Case, USA vs. Karl Brandt, et al. (also known as the Doctors’ Trial), was prosecuted in 1946-47 against twenty-three doctors and administrators accused of organizing and participating in war crimes and crimes against humanity in the form of medical experiments and medical procedures inflicted on prisoners and civilians.

Karl Brandt, the lead defendant, was the senior medical official of the German government during World War II...The specific crimes charged included more than twelve series of medical experiments concerning the effects of and treatments for high altitude conditions, freezing, malaria, poison gas, sulfanilamide, bone, muscle, and nerve regeneration, bone transplantation, saltwater consumption, epidemic jaundice, sterilization, typhus, poisons, and incendiary bombs.

These experiments were conducted on concentration camp inmates. Other crimes involved the killing of Jews for anatomical research, the killing of tubercular Poles, and the euthanasia of sick and disabled civilians in Germany and occupied territories. The defendants were charged with ordering, supervising, or coordinating criminal activities, as well as participating in them directly.

Karl Brandt and six other defendants were convicted, sentenced to death, and executed; nine defendants were convicted and sentenced to terms in prison; and seven defendants were acquitted [5].”

Those acquitted were medical personnel who had participated in deaths of Germans with disabilities but had not later participated in the concentration camp killings.

The most important result of the Doctors’ Trial is the Nuremberg Code, which established a foundation for an ethical, legitimate research protocol involving human beings. Current research principles such as informed consent and absence of coercion, properly formulated scientific experimentation, and beneficence towards experiment participants are based on the Nuremberg Code. The full texts of these principles can be found in Trials of War Criminals before the Nuremberg Military Tribunals [6].

According to Annas [7], the Nuremberg Doctors’ Trial marked the birth of American bioethics. Following the Nuremberg Code, the Helsinki Declaration on Human Research, and still later in 1979 the Belmont Report of the National Commission for the Protection of Human Subjects of Biomedical and Behavioral Research were built on the “bioethics born from the ashes of the Holocaust”. In fact, according to Annas [7], the modern doctrine of informed consent was born at Nuremberg in 1947.

Despite the lessons learned from the Nuremberg Doctors’ Trial in 1947, experimentation on people with disabilities and other “vulnerable” populations continued in the US ignoring the Nuremberg Code. Many of these experiments were conducted by well-educated physicians. How could this happen? One plausible explanation may be that when we view individuals or groups of individuals as less than human it is easy to perform inhuman acts without acknowledging that guilt [7]. Dehumanizing groups of people can partially explain why the Nazis expanded the American eugenics movement to the euthanasia of thousands of Germans with disabilities and later the murder of millions of Jews throughout Europe.

Germans with disabilities were considered “useless eaters.” This is can be seen in the poster below used by the euthanasia propaganda published during Nazi Germany’s Euthanasia Program officially spanning October 1939 until August 1941 but continued unofficially until the demise of
the Nazi regime in 1945 and beyond [8, 9].

Figure 1. Propaganda Poster from the Nazi Party's policy of racial hygiene

This poster (circa 1938, with unknown author) reads: "60,000 Reichsmarks is what this person suffering from a hereditary disease costs the People's community during his lifetime. Comrade, that is your money too (Action T4, 2016)."

Propaganda posters, as the one shown above, were also used by the Third Reich to dehumanize Jews before sending them to the concentration camps. Dehumanizing Jews made it "easier" to carry out horrific experiments, such as:

- Infecting one twin with a "germ". When he/she died, the other twin was killed and their organs compared at autopsy;
- Sewing twins together to create a Siamese twin;
- Studying individuals with genetic defects and genetic traits so as to better "purify the Aryan super race;"
- Performing cross transfusions to "make boys into girls and girls into boys;" and
- Freezing experiments [10].

In the US, human radiation experiments were preformed on school children with intellectual disabilities. No informed consent was provided by the parents and the children were "induced" to participate even if they refused.

In 1952, during the Polio scare in the US, Jonas Salk injected 43 children with his killed Poliovirus vaccine at the D.T. Watson Home for Crippled Children. Salk also injected children at the Polk State School for the "retarded and feeble minded" during the same year [11].

Studies of hepatitis were conducted on children with intellectual disability who were residing in a large, segregated institution in New York, called the Willowbrook State School, which was closed in 1987. Inadequate consent was provided when infecting children living there. This highly controversial medical study carried out between 1963 and 1966 by medical researchers involved healthy children who were intentionally inoculated, orally and by injection, with the virus that causes the disease, then monitored to gauge the effects of gamma globulin in combating it [12].

3. Ethics in Disability Research

The Nuremberg Code in 1947, the Helsinki Declaration in 1964, and the Belmont Report in 1985 form that basis of all US research regulations implemented by the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS), the Federal Drug Administration, and the Department of Education [13]. Special protections under DHHS regulations focus on three “vulnerable” populations: (a) fetuses, pregnant women, and human in vitro fertilization; (b) prisoners; and (c) children. Note that individuals with disabilities are NOT included as needing special protections in research based on being a "vulnerable" population. As such, this is one of the major problems with research ethics in the US. It may account for the more recent violations of the Nuremberg Code (need for informed consent, knowingly harming research participants by deliberately infecting them). Furthermore, unethical research using individuals with disabilities continues even with Institutional Review Board (IRB) oversight [13].

When people with disabilities are stigmatized and isolated, there is a great risk that they will be viewed as less that human [11]. As such, the regulations that guide research practices may be overlooked by researchers. In response to this problem, Dr. Anne Good of the National Disability Authority has published an important paper entitled “Ethics in Disability Research [14].” Based on the United Nations standards on the Equalization of Opportunities for Persons with Disabilities (1993) and the 1996 report of the Irish Commission on the Status of People with Disabilities, Good suggests the following ethical guidelines focused specifically on research involving persons with disabilities:

- Respect for the human rights, dignity, equality and diversity of all involved in the research process
- Advancement of social justice for people with disabilities within the wider community
- Promotion of the well-being of all participating, involved in or affected by the research process
- Avoidance of harm to those involved in the research process or to the wider community
- Facilitation of the participation of people with disabilities in research and research dissemination, including those for whom obstacles might make such participation difficult without additional support
- Maintenance of the highest professional, legal and ethical standards and competencies
- Comprehension and fulfillment of relevant legal responsibilities [14].
• These seven guidelines are then translated into five research practices that should ensure ethical research:
  • Well-being (beneficence) and avoidance of harm (non-maleficence)
  • Collaboration with people with disabilities in conducting research
  • Consent: Informed and voluntary
  • Respect for participants: Dignity, anonymity, and privacy, and
  • Equality and diversity among people included in the research design and planning

Farrelly [15] provides additional requirements regarding ethical research practices involving people with disabilities. Two of these requirements are summarized below.

Recruitment. In order to ensure that potential research participants understand that they do not have to participate in a study, clearly state using Easy English\(^1\) that participation is voluntary. Tell them that they do not have to give a reason for declining to participate, and that declining will not interfere with their treatment or services or harm them in any possible way. Finally, state that they can withdraw from the research at any time without any negative consequences.

Consent. In order to ensure voluntary and informed consent, the researcher must provide a simple description of the purpose and the procedures of study. Furthermore, the researcher should explain simply and clearly how the study will benefit the individual, the length and location of the study procedures, and any adverse effects which might occur. Additional information must include how the research results will be disseminated, how and when the person will get a summary of the results in an understandable format, how confidentiality will be ensured, and assurance that the person can withdraw at any time. Finally, the individual giving consent and the researcher should both sign the consent form and keep a copy. An example of a consent form using Easy English with graphic symbols (Picture Communication Symbols) are shown in the Appendix.

4. New Challenges

The widespread development and use of generic and specialized electronic technologies has opened enormous opportunities for children and adults with disabilities. Communication and information technologies enable individuals with disabilities to communicate across time and space and to obtain information at any time and from any place. Online discussion boards, consumer health information, and online support groups show great promise [17]. Speech generating devices enable people with disabilities who have little or no functional speech to communicate in a variety of contexts for a variety of purposes and with a variety of audiences.

With these new technological advances come new challenges to research. Flicker et al. [17] note three research situations that raise significant ethical predicaments: “(a) enrolling research participants, (b) protecting participants from risk or harm, and (c) linking public and private data.” These ethical predicaments are of even greater concern when conducting research on vulnerable populations including those with disabilities. Two case examples in which the author has personal familiarity highlight these ethical dilemmas. Procedures to ensure the centrality of the ethical principle of autonomy articulated in the Declaration of Helsinki are also suggested.

5. Case Studies

5.1. Case Study 1

Recruitment of research participants with low incidence disabilities can be problematic and often costly in time. When there is a “captive audience”, such as school, institution or an electronic mailing list (listserv), recruitment is much easier. However, this recruitment opportunity raises potential ethical violations. One such situation is that of recruiting potential participants from an online support group or using archival material from that listserv. Online support groups, such as those who have survived sexual abuse or recovering addicts, assume privacy and confidentiality – a distinction being made by what “data” is private and what is public [18].

One such online support group involves people with disabilities. It is not moderated and welcomes parents and professionals. From time to time, professionals want to recruit research participants from this online community or use the information from more than 2 decades that is available to subscribers in the listserv archives. The vast amount of information that is available in these archives has made this listserv a prime target for researchers wishing to study this particular group of individuals. Recruiting research participants from this convenient pool of subscribers is enticing for researchers since they can collect data from a widely dispersed population at relatively low cost and in less time than traditional recruitment methods would require. Furthermore, according to Frankel and Siang [19], “the ability of both researchers and their research participants to assume anonymous or pseudonymous identities online, the complexities of obtaining information consent, the often exaggerated expectations, if not the illusion, of privacy in cyberspace, and the blurred distinction between public and primate domains fuel questions about the interpretation and applicability of current policies governing the conduct of social and behavior research involving human subjects [19, p. 1-2].” Frankel and Siang [19] question how the basic ethics principles of autonomy and informed consent are protected. How are the risks and benefits of the research disclosed to the subject? How is privacy and confidentiality protected? How is the principle of beneficence involving maximizing

---

1 Easy English is a more accessible style of English for people who have difficulty reading and understanding written information. It uses clear and simple language, one idea per sentence, short sentences, direct language (readers are addressed as “you”), pictures or photographs to add meaning to the text, and minimum punctuation [16].
the benefits for the subject while the principle of non-maleficence (minimizing the possible risks resulting from the research) ensured?

In an attempt to address some of these ethical predicaments, the human listserv administrator in collaboration with several subscribers with disabilities, developed an explicit policy about research involving this specific online community. The policy states:

Research is not permitted on the Listserv for several reasons. First, there have been many requests to conduct research on the Listserv or to use subscribers of Listserv as a convenient subject pool. Second, this Listserv is partially funded by a Grant as a platform for information dissemination and not for research purposes. As such, use of the Listserv for research purposes would firstly jeopardize the trust and confidentiality of the members of the Listserv and secondly violate the basis for its funding.

Here are what members of the Listserv have suggested as reasonable and respectful procedures for research connected with this Listserv. Researchers can provide a short description of the purpose of their research project (for informational purposes only) on the Listserv with a link to a website that provides greater detail. This way members of the Listserv will learn about your research through the Listserv and then decide if they want to go to that website to learn more about it. Information provided on the researcher’s website must include the following:

1. Details of the study (e.g., purpose, funding, sample, instrumentation) in Easy English;
2. IRB/ human protections approval/confidentiality with the IRB approval Number;
3. Description of what the researcher want “subjects” to do, time involved, risks, procedures to ensure confidentiality and compensation in Easy English;
4. Actual study protocol, accessible formats, etc.;
5. How results will be used and disseminated to the participants; and
6. Consent letter in Easy English to be signed, electronically, if needed.
7. No mention of individual names nor the name of the Listserv is to be used in any publication of the research.

This research policy was developed to respect the people who make up these important online communities and their right to privacy and confidentiality. It was also developed to support the autonomy and diversity of the members with disability of this online community.

5.2. Case Study 2

Many of the new communication technologies generally referred to as assistive communication devices or speech generating devices (SGD) are used to augment and support spoken language of people with little or no functional speech. Most of these computer-based devices have large buffers that can store recorded messages generated by the person using. According to Hill and Romich [20], language activity monitoring (LAM) is the systematic data collection of the actual language activity of an individual with limited or no functional speech who relies on augmentative and alternative communication (AAC). The authors state that the use of the LAM is to provide support for evidence-based clinical intervention and research outcomes [21]. The LAM is a standard feature built into some SGDs or as an add-on package for others. It can record the time and content of language events produced by the person using the SGD. However, the language events of the conversational partners or the context of the conversation is not recorded.

Several ethical questions arise here. For example, how are the principles of autonomy and informed consent protected? How are the risks and benefits of the use of LAM data disclosed to the subject? How is the principle of beneficence involving maximizing the benefits for the subject while minimizing the possible risks resulting from the research? How is privacy and confidentiality ensured?

With these ethical questions in mind, it is proposed that the default on LAM software or the add-on software be “disengaged” on the individual’s SGD. If the professional supporting the individual has reason to monitor the language activity of an individual for whatever clinical, developmental, training, or research purposes, the five research practices described earlier in this paper by Good [14] should be implemented and approved before the LAM is “engaged”.

As in the previous case study, this guideline is proposed in order to respect the individuals who use these communication devices as their spoken language and their right to privacy, anonymity and confidentiality.

6. Conclusion

This paper provides a brief history of the development of legal and ethical practices for conducting research on vulnerable populations including children and adults with disabilities. Out of the ashes of the Holocaust, American and international guidelines, codes, and regulations have been developed to protect the autonomy, beneficence, and privacy of people with disabilities without denying them the opportunity to participate in research that would benefit them. New technologies that improve the independence, participation, and contributions of people with disabilities also present new threats to ethical research practices. It is now up to all of us – researchers, advocates and allies, providers of services and supports, and people with disabilities themselves – to apply these principles of ethical conduct in all of our research activities. Research practices focused on people with disabilities should reflect the cry “nothing about me without me.”
Appendix

Sample Consent Form Using Easy English and Pictures

Information for Sally Joe

My name is Diane and I would like you to be part of my project.

My project is to find out more about making friends and communication

I want to spend time with you.

I want to be with you at home.

I want to go out with you.

I want to take your photo.

I will only use your picture if you say yes.

What happens with your information?

I will keep this in a safe place for 7 years. I will not use your name or other information that shows who you are.

You can stop anytime and say NO.

When I have finished. I will say goodbye.

---/--- The date today. Write the day, month and year.

My name

My signature

OR

You can ask a person to sign for you.
The person must be legally allowed to sign for you. This person is called your representative. Turn the page.

Representative name

Representative’s signature

Also, a witness must sign this form.

Witness name

Witness signature

4 This sample consent form is based on the work of Hilary Johnson of the SCOPE Centre in Melbourne, Australia. Used with permission.
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